Reduced- and Full-Order Observers for Delayed Genetic Regulatory Networks.
This paper is centered upon the state estimation for delayed genetic regulatory networks. Our aim is at estimating the concentrations of mRNAs and proteins by designing reduced-order and full-order state observers based on available network outputs. We introduce a Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional including quadruplicate integrals, and estimate its derivative by employing the Wirtinger-type integral inequalities, reciprocal convex technique, and convex technique. From which, delay-dependent sufficient conditions, in the form of linear matrix inequalities (LMIs), are investigated to ensure that the resultant error system is asymptotically stable. One can verify these conditions by utilizing the MATLAB Toolboxes LMI or YALMIP. In addition, the gains of reduced-order and full-order observers are represented by the feasible solutions of the LMIs, and thereby, the concrete expressions of the desired reduced-order and full-order state observers are presented. Finally, the simulation results of a numerical example are demonstrated, which explains the validity of the proposed method.